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...

Sheenagh Pugh’s previous books, notably Stonelight and The Beautiful Lie,
established an affinity with northern landscapes and the historical

exploration of those spaces, particularly the doomed exploits of John Franklin
and the search for the Northwest Passage. She maintains her interest in the
north in this volume – a visit to Trondheim, the snow hotel in Kirkenes, a tale
of Siberian traders – with the addition of poems about Shetland, where she
now lives. The subject of her 1998 Forward Prize-winning poem ‘Envying
Owen Beattie’ – the discovery of human remains – is also re-examined in ‘The
Vanishing Bishop’: during an archaeological dig, the unearthed face of the
bishop “suddenly settled, fell in on itself” like a log in a fire which is no more
than “ash / in the shape of wood”. Her plain, descriptive style is effectively
offset against the intensity of encounters with the abject, the macabre, affording
the reader an unexpectedly direct viewpoint on events. Similarly, in ‘The Sailor
Who Fell from the Rigging’, the unfortunate subject is “a bone-hoard, laid /
golden on the table, / piecemeal, dislocated”, the body as priceless object,
matter inscribed with narrative. In ‘Come and Go’, this study of the unbounded
or exploded self turns to the pull of the ocean: “to be bodiless, / boneless, to
reshape...”

Elsewhere in the book, the annihilating raptures or terrors of the sublime are
steadfastly refused; each invocation is followed by the establishment of a limit
or parergon, to use Derrida’s term. Looking into a “vast” sky is like “stepp[ing]
into a frame / the size of a gallery wall” (‘Big Sky’); a vision of a boat through a
window offers only “the promise / of movement, a framed story” (‘Blue’); at a
sky-scraping cliff by the ocean, “gulls hover / each side of the frame” (‘The
USDAW Mural, Cardiff’); being caught in a white-out is like “living in a snow
globe” with its toy boundary (‘Living in a Snow Globe’). This need to play safe



too often results in poems that are underwhelming. ‘Extremophile’, a
meditation on the tenacity of organic life, begins:

Two miles below the light, bacteria
live without sun, thrive on sulphur
in a cave of radioactive rock,
and, blind in the night of the ocean floor,
molluscs that feed only on wood
wait for wrecks.

The list goes on to include facts about tubeworms and lichens. The tone is
pedagogical but without any discernable passion for the subject; what ought to
be fascinating and worthy of an extended study is summarily dispatched in
order to arrive at the explicit learning point in the clumsily-phrased final lines:
“as if this world / itself... were the impetus / never to leave it.” By comparison,
recent poems by the American poet Sarah Lindsay – ‘Underground Orchids’,
‘Carnivorous Sponges of the Antarctic Ocean’, ‘Debt to the Bone-Eating
Snotflower’ – are expansive and infused with the energies they describe. Pugh’s
poem is circumscribed by its blackboard frame. This educational impulse
results in lines such as “nothing the sea does is ever / exactly repeated or
predictable” (‘Wasting Time’), and “The ground beneath our feet / is shifting,
has been on the move // for ever” (‘Staying’).  

The themes of mortality and transience recur throughout this volume, often
movingly as in ‘Travelling with Ashes’. The more interesting poems, such as
‘The Door Open’, explore the ambiguities of identity, duty and social role-play.
With regard to form, there are twenty-nine poems or poem sections written in
couplets, a habit that does nothing to enhance the particular flow of content or
phrasing, each stanza-break arriving like a hurdle. Occasional attempts at
demotic or humorous registers seem to be aimed at the GCSE students who
study Pugh’s work on the national curriculum, and whether you respond to
this book may depend on how you feel about the back cover statement that she
considers the phrase “too accessible” to be “the best sort of compliment”. In its
aims and outcomes it is fuss-free and reliably stolid.

The phrase “too accessible” is unlikely to appear as a compliment or
complaint in relation to the work of Toby Martinez de las Rivas, and indeed
‘terror’ would be an understandable response from a GCSE student faced with
this first collection. His audience lies elsewhere and his creative project is
entirely different from Pugh’s. The book is divided into four sections with Latin
titles – ‘Ignis’, ‘Natura’, ‘Renovatur’ and ‘Integra’. Together these add up to the
alchemical aphorism igne natura renovatur integra (through fire, nature is reborn
whole), a magical alternative to the inscription INRI above the crucified Christ.
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The title page of each of these four sections bears a large black circle, suggesting
the alchemical Sol Niger or black sun, a spiritual dark hour before the dawn.
Thorny matters of death, faith and renewal are thus established as defining
themes.

“Our God scatters corruption,” declared Geoffrey Hill in ‘Annunciations’,
and De las Rivas takes a similar morbid interest in the flesh and its various
downfalls. The opening poem, ‘Twenty-One Prayers for Weak or Fabulous
Things’, channels Christopher Smart, and ranges from the contemporary and
local (particularly the North East of England) to the historical: “I pray for Rufus
/ corrupted by lung parasites... I pray for the wild ghost of Barry MacSweeney...
for the sheep / like amputees lagging & nibbling at lung flukes / & brain
worms.” The section title is echoed in the ignis fatuus or “deadlight... the ghost
of a child / that catches and flares above a tract of still water.” The body is also
an erotic centre, marked with suitably sensuous language: “my tongue a water
snail with soft horns forcing / its head from between my lips. Harp of dusk, &
muscle.”

The ‘Natura’ section features a series of sixteen prose poems, redolent in
many ways of Hill’s Mercian Hymns in their admixtures of natural and urban
landscape, dramatised autobiography and historical reference, formal and
colloquial styles. A figure with binoculars, possibly the poet’s father, appears
“Far-sighted, in the manner of Père Chérubin d’Orléans. Half-leant against the
searing bonnet in a frazzled shirt, / in old blue boxer-shorts with the cock-hole
stitched up.” (Chérubin d’Orléans being the inventor of the binocular telescope,
hence the far-fetched ‘manner’.) Tensions modulate between spiritual journey
and erotic pulse, between Christus Resurgens and Amor Carnalis, as Hill would
have it in ‘Tenebrae’, with repeated despoilment by the abject: “city rats in their
suits of fur paddling through urine... the shadows and spawn resurrecting.”

De las Rivas is so infused with Hill that it’s impossible to read this collection
without being continually distracted by overtones and reminders. Here are
some examples, with quotes from De las Rivas first, followed by Hill:  “I speak
this prayer into the black sun” / “I speak this in memory of my grandmother”
– “frill of nettles purring in the wind” / “the pigeon purrs in the wood” –
“World, split between shod and unshod” / “O stamping-ground of the shod
Word!” – “in formal postures of despair” / “Stuck with strange-postured dead”
– “the sparrowhawk that harbours winter” / “the sparrowhawk the sparrow” –
“the hawk within the clouds that does not miss, but stoops” / “The hawk’s
deliberate stoop in air” – “the half-accepting flinch of the face” / “We flinch
and grin” – “sparse prickles of mica” / “peppered with mica”. The phrase “I
concede the possibility that...” (‘Stability in the Text’) echoes Hill’s judicial-
theatrical diction; a scene with a crashed balsawood glider “crowning the
thornbush... the body / unsalveable, stunned in its tree” (‘Woolbury’) recalls the
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boyhood biplane in Mercian Hymns (VII) and the boyhood kite in ‘Coda’ (from
A Treatise of Civil Power), “Shredded... in the myriad-snagged / crabapple crown,
the cane cross-piece flailing”, with the same invocation of the crucifixion.
Harold Bloom’s thesis of parent-poems and child-poems in The Anxiety of
Influence springs to mind: “[The precursor’s] poem says to its descendant poem:
‘Be like me but unlike me.’” It’s a double bind that De las Rivas may or may not
escape from.

A.B. Jackson is the author of Fire Stations (Anvil, 2003) and Apocrypha (Donut Press, 2011).
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